Addendum References (for CASCADES OF LEARNING Memoir)

The concluding Addendum References for this professional memoir about CASCADES OF LEARNING have several options for location and use of all digital bibliographic references for citations to books and articles in the Memoir. Educators of adults vary regarding print, digital and other ways of sharing and learning. This hybrid feature was central to syllabi and reserve readings during the decade before retirement, as well as the 2016 Stylus Book on Improving Professional Learning, and the 2017 Compendium.

Having various options is also important because cascades of learning and enhanced performance entails a “relay” in which educators’ learning and success is assessed by extent of ongoing learning by program participants and related stakeholders; who differ in their experience and access to digital communications.

Following are options to access publications referred to by author and date of publication in the Cascade of Learning professional memoir:

1. The 2017 Compendium on Mapping the field of adult and continuing education, is available in print, digital, or library editions; with references to further reading related to each of the 80 topics.
2. The AAACE website Compendium-related open-access items, refer to: definitions of terms, Compendium table of contents, practitioner triangle, use of a Compendium library edition, and archived recordings of virtual forum sessions for hour-long discussions with a Compendium article author; can be downloaded.
3. A 2020 article about a LEARNING AND PERFORMANCE rationale; which is about responsiveness to various adult learners to enhance their performance by use of recent and classic publications, is included in the attached digital list of bibliographic citations for the article.
4. For readers of print publications, Houle’s 1992 bibliographic essay on the literature of adult education; reviews various publications related to specific topics. The 2016 Stylus hybrid book, Improving Professional Learning by Knox, concludes with a bibliographic essay with full citations for major publications between 1992 and 2015. In addition to books cited by author and publication date, the Cascades of learning memoir also refers to more than 100 journal articles and reports, with a (J:) preceding author and
date, based on the following chronological addendum of journal articles and reports.

MEMOIR Publications Articles Monographs related to Alan B Knox

University, NY: University College, 20 pp.


Knox, A. B. (1962b). The audience for liberal adult education. Chicago, IL, Center for the Study of Liberal Education for Adults. 42 pp


Knox, A. B. (1972b) Continuing professional education: need, scope, and setting. The Illinois Education Review, 1 (1) 7-18, Summer


Houle, Approaches to continuing education by professionals at different levels of sophistication; James B. Whipple, Continuing professional education: technical and general objectives; John C. Snyder, Program development; John Peters, Self-directed learning in continuing professional education; W.C. Meierhenry, Instructional systems for continuing professional education; John McLeish, Influences on learning in continuing professional education; Robert A. Luke, Multiple sponsors; Lewis J. Ruben, Organizational leadership: providing time to grow.]


Knox, A. B. (1984c) Career enhancement. Lifelong Learning, 8(2)


Knox, A. B. (1985b) Our shared vision. Lifelong Learning, 8 (4)


Knox, A. B. (1985f) A holistic perspective. Lifelong Learning 8 (7)

Knox, A. B. (1985g) Using publications. Lifelong learning 8(8)


Knox, A. B. (1986a) National adult and continuing education week. Lifelong learning 9(1)

Knox, A. B. (1986b) A worldview of continuing education. Lifelong learning, 9(2)

Knox, A. B. (1986c) Our 60th anniversary Jubilee. Lifelong learning 9 (3)


Thompson, G. & Knox, A. B. (1987b) is systematic telephone tutoring more effective for some correspondents students than for others? An exploratory study, educational communication and technology Journal, 35 (2) pp 105-117, summer.


Knox, A. B. (1988b) helping adults apply what they learn, training and development Journal, 42 (6) pp 55-59, June


Knox, A. B. (1990a) local lessons from abroad, adult learning, 1(8) pp. 16-20, June.

Knox, A. B. (1990b) influences on continuing education participation, the Journal of continuing education in the health professions, 10(3) 261-274


Knox, A. B. (2001) Assessing excellent University faculty outreach performance, college teaching, 49(2) 71-74, spring

Knox, A. B. (2002a) A shared vision for adult and continuing education, a the field education quarterly, pp 328-333, summer

Knox, A. B. (2002b) help create or future, adult learning; 20, 21, fall

Knox, A. B. (2002-04) chair of AAACE futures committee, and Adult Learning Vol 13, No.4 special issue on futures; including lead article on a field-wide vision; and a personal reflection on new realities that frame our future efforts today.


